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OKINAWA, JAPAN
This October, 9 Distributors won 
themselves a trip to Japan’s 
beautiful island of Okinawa! What 
an unforgettable trip it was! 

Sampling Japanese delicacies like 
sushi, sashimi and even Lobster 
sashimi and congee! Other than 
enjoying the food, shopping was of 
course a big part of the trip. Our 
Distributors got to enjoy the local 
outlets and found some great deals! 
They explored the island from north 
to south, enjoyed relaxing at the 
beach in Kouri Island and even 
witnessed a huge whale shark at the 
Ocean Expo Park. Even a typhoon 
couldn’t stop them having fun! 

If you do not want to miss out, keep 
up with our latest updates on the 
upcoming Travel Incentive’s for 
2018!

ORGANIC VISION’S 16TH ANNIVERSARY
The most special and exciting 
month of the year has �nally 
arrived! It is Organic Vision’s 16th 
Anniversary! For each Saturday 
between 11th November and 16th 
December we will be having special 
discounts on all our products. Huge 
thanks to all the Distributors again 
for the love and support to Organic 
Vision. Stay tuned for the latest 
updates on each week’s special 
o�er and don’t miss out!



This year’s 3rd Quarter Awards 
Night will be held on the 17th 
November! The theme for the night 
is Dots! It will be a fun �lled night of 
awards, unique experiences and 
excitement! We’ll get to hear from 
those who just came back from 
Organic Vision’s Travel Seminar trip 
to Okinawa. Not only that but we’ll 
get to �nally know who were the 
winners of the 30 Day Weight Loss 

AWARDS NIGHT

30 DAY WEIGHT LOSS CHALLENGE
How quickly the past 5 months has 
gone by! The results of all our 
participants speak for themselves. 
We here at Organic Vision wish to 
extend our congratulations and 
appreciation to all who joined in. 
Here are just a few experiences 
those who joined in felt.

“There were not only changes in my 
body, I also gained a wealth of 
knowledge. My life has never been 
better! Even on holiday I don’t need 
to worry about gaining weight!” 
says Samuel.

Another participant Carol relates: “It 
is very encouraging to have a group 
of people working hard together - it 
makes losing weight so much 
easier! I feel like we are all one big 
family pushing each other to do 
better!”
 
The results for our Top 10 
participants will be announced on 
November 10th. Come and join us 
on this special night to listen to 
their unique experiences and enjoy 
our exciting program!

The second Developing In�uence 
Training (Part one) has almost come 
to an end! The course is a 
self-development program that 
aims to improve Distributors’ 
business building techniques. They 
have developed skills and 
techniques in communication to 
become more in�uential. They have 
also got to overcome their own 
fears and limiting beliefs. Most of 
the Distributors have also 
completed the challenges set 
within the course by inviting people 
to attend di�erent health and 
business talks. 

A Developing In�uence Personal 
Development Night will be held on 
the 14th of November. This will be 
an opportunity to share the results 
of the students and especially those 
who have performed well! Everyone 
is welcome to come and learn from 
their experiences!

DEVELOPING INFLUENCE - PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT NIGHT

The most special and exciting 
month of the year has �nally 
arrived! It is Organic Vision’s 16th 
Anniversary! For each Saturday 
between 11th November and 16th 
December we will be having special 
discounts on all our products. Huge 
thanks to all the Distributors again 
for the love and support to Organic 
Vision. Stay tuned for the latest 
updates on each week’s special 
o�er and don’t miss out!

Samuel, Before and After

Challenge! We encourage all to 
dress up in theme - who knows you 
might be the next winner of the 
Best Dressed Award! Be creative and 
earn yourself a big prize! Our two 
MCs Bon and Ann have also 
prepared some special 
performance for you guys! Do not 
miss out on all the excitement! 
Come and join us for a fun night!


